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hosted by 

 

 
 
 
Hike + Paint 
 
 
This package includes a guided local hike by Mountain Vista Touring with breathtaking views 
and an easy plein air painting session for all art abilities. At the top of the trail, our artist 
instructor will teach students watercolor painting basics starting with how to draw the landscape 
and then filling their paper with its beautiful colors. All materials are included in the cost of the 
class. Every students will walk away with a one of a kind momento of their experience.  
 
Painting Time: 1.5-2 hours 
Hike Time: 1.5-2 hours for round trip hike based on difficulty level 
 
$110 / student - all materials and guided hike included  
Minimum 6 students, Maximum 15* 
 
*can be adjusted on case by case 
 
 
Kimball Studio Art + Adventure 
 
This package combines an inspiring and eye opening adventure with art making. Groups can 
chose to create before or after their outdoor excursion. This experience can also include a 
gallery tour given by Kimball Art Center Curator Nancy Stoaks, for an additional $5 per student 
 
Art first:  Students will learn the basics of bookbinding and construct their own artful journal. 
These journals will be carried on the hike to capture observations made from nature, in the form 
of notes or drawings. Students can write their inspiring thoughts while taking in the beauty of the 
landscape. The teaching artist will give support on how to draw from nature.  
 
Hike first: The teaching artist will guide students to notice and find inspiration in nature 
throughout the hike, lead by Mountain Vista Touring - taking it all in - looking for colors, textures, 
and patterns. Students might find a cool stick, rock or leaf along the way to bring back into the 



studio to spark creativity or to use in the art making process. Once back at the Kimball, students 
will be taught how to convey some of that energy or the feeling of a place onto a canvas. 
 
Art Time: 1.5-2 hours 
Hike Time: 1.5-2 hours for round trip hike based on difficulty level  
 
$105/student for bookmaking and guided hike 
$95/student for creating on canvas and guided hike 
All materials included 
 
Minimum 6 students, Maximum 12 
 
 
Plein Air Painting at Copper Moose Farms 
 
This package includes plein air painting on location at Copper Moose Farms. Copper Moose is 
a beautiful example of local, organic farming right here in our own backyard! Views of the Park 
City ridgeline and painting amongst the fields are sure to inspire your inner artist.  Farming is a 
form of artistry and Copper Moose is a wonderful example of this.  Students will learn how to 
paint the landscape around them. Instruction will be from a local experienced artist. Students 
will paint with acrylic on a canvas panel and take home their own masterpiece.  Students are 
highly encouraged to enjoy a delicious local lunch at the farm stand immediately following the 
class.  After lunch, pick up a bag of greens, a growler of Kombucha, stick bread and some 
Wasatch Creamery ice cream to take home.  
 
Painting Time: 1.5-2 Hours 
Lunch Time: .5-1 hour 
Days available: Tuesday or Thursday between 12pm - 6pm | Saturdays between 12pm - 3pm 
 
$80/student, all materials included, lunch, refreshments and other goodies available for 
purchase at the Farm Stand to top off your experience! 
 
Minimum 6 students, Maximum 12* 
 
*can be adjusted case by case 


